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Galaxy Growth in the Cosmic Web

10 Mpc

dark matter halos form out
of initial density perturbations
galaxies assemble their mass
via accretion and mergers
along cosmic web
stars form out of cooled accreted gas

Illustris Simulation: dark matter

gas density

Galaxy Growth in the Cosmic Web

10 Mpc

star formation regulated by
gas inflows/outflows/feedback

- stellar and SN feedback
(important at low mass)

- active galactic nuclei feedback
(important at high mass)

- virial heating in massive halos

Illustris Simulation: dark matter

gas velocity

Galaxy Growth in the Cosmic Web
galaxy structure (size, bulge/disk)
~ assembly + SF history
smooth accretion
= high angular momentum, large disk
violent mergers/instabilities
= angular momentum loss,
bulge formation;
correlated with black hole growth
environment/local density of galaxies:
increased merger activity;
destruction of low mass galaxies

EAGLE simulation

[1] what we (think) we know ..
• ~75% of universe’s stars formed between 1 < z < 6
• global star-formation well-behaved; linked to gas supply
• shut down of star-formation (“quenching”) begins z~2-3;
linked to galaxy structure and stellar mass
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the peak of galaxy assembly @ 1< z < 6

[2] what know we don’t know (and JWST will tell us)
how much dust-enshrouded star-formation at z > 3?
what are we missing? red galaxies - dusty and/or old
galaxy structures at z>3 ? mergers?
the evolution of metal enrichment
what is the role of (dusty) AGN in galaxy assembly?
what is the role of environment ?
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~75% of cosmic stellar mass
formed @ 1 < z < 6
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Star-Formation ~ NOESKE
Stellar
Mass @ 0 < z < 6
ET AL.

Astrophysical Journal, 799:183 (27pp), 2015 February 1
Salmon et al.
—SFR vs. M∗ for 2905 galaxies in the Extended GrothTheStrip,
in the M∗ range where the data are 180% complete; see § 2. The dotted vertical line
marks
pleteness. Filled blue circles: Combined SFRs from MIPS 24 mm and DEEP2 emission lines. Open blue circles: No 24 mm detection, blue U ! B
R from extinction-corrected emission lines. Green plus signs: Same as open blue circles, but red U ! B colors, mostly LINER/AGN candidates (§ 3).
wnward arrows: No robust detection of f(24 mm) or emission lines; conservative SFR upper limits shown. There is a distinct sequence formed by
galaxies (open and filled circles); galaxies with little or no SF lie below this sequence. Red circles show the median of log (SFR) in mass bins of
or MS galaxies (blue circles). Red lines include 34% of the MS galaxies above and 34% below the median of log (SFR) , !1 j in the case of a normal
. Horizontal black dashed line: SFR corresponding to the 24 mm 80% completeness limit at the center of each z bin; 24 mm–detected galaxies above
a dot-dashed line are LIRGs (§ 4.2).

log(SFR)

random errors are ∼0.35 dex, including scatter about the assumed mean extinction.

s from Dale & Helou (2002) yields no significant difWe then add to the 24 mm–based SFR the SFR esrom DEEP2 emission lines (Ha, Hb, or [O ii] l3727,
3. RESULTS
g on z) with no extinction correction, to account
for mass relation for theMass)
log(Stellar
al.inSFRobjects
2015
Figure 11. SFR–stellar
CANDELS galaxy samples. The darker-shaded regions indicate
a higher numberet
of individual
in bins of stellar
Figure
1andshows
theare SFR
as
a Salmon
function
ofThe
M
four
mass and SFR. Yellow circles are medians
in bins of mass
yellow error bars
their σ
confidence
range (see Table 3).
median
of a wider,indehigh-mass
∗
unobscured regions. This approach is similar
that
bin is alsoto
shown
by the dashed black circle. The white hatched regions mark the limit above which completeness effects become negligible. We measure a slope
pendent
following
discussion
only
to
of ∼0.6 (see Table 4), with no evidence
for evolutionredshift
over the redshiftbins.
range z ∼ The
6 to 4. The
purple error bars show
the 68% range of refers
errors from the
Monte Carlo
d by Bell et al. (2005); utilizing rest-frame
UV
consimulations described in Section 5.2.1.
the stellar mass range where the sample is 195% complete,
MAD
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SFR ~ stellar mass
for star-forming
galaxies at all
using redshifts?
Chary & Elbaz (2001) SED templates; using

SFR per unit stellar mass v. time
C. Schreiber et al.: The Herschel view of the dominant mode of galaxy growth from z = 4 to the present day

Age of the Universe (Gyr)
4.3.11Mass
evolution of3 the SFR2 and varying slope of1the main
7 5
sequence
10
It is also worth noting the dependence of the SFR on stellar mass

σ (SFR)

sSFR (Gyr–1)

from Fig. 10. Low mass bins (M∗ < 3×1010 M⊙ ) are well fit with
a5slope of unity. Many studies have reported diﬀerent values of
this slope, ranging from 0.4 to unity (Brinchmann et al. 2004;
Noeske et al. 2007; Elbaz et al. 2007; Daddi et al. 2007; Santini et al. 2009; Pannella et al. 2009; Rodighiero et al. 2011).
A slope of unity can be interpreted as a signature of the univer1
sality
of the star formation process, since it implies a constant
star formation timescale τ ≡ 1/sSFR at all stellar masses, with
0.5
M∗ (t) ∼ exp(t/τ). As suggested by Peng et al. (2010), it is also
a necessary ingredient for explaining the observed shape invariance of the stellar mass function of star-forming galaxies.
We find however that
the SFR of&theDickinson
highest mass bin2014
(M∗ ∼
Madau
11
2 × 10 M⊙ ) falls systematically below the value expected for
0.1
a linear relation, eﬀectively lowering the high mass slope of the
0
1
3 redshift,
4 down to
5 an almost
6 flat 7
SFR–M
to 20.8 at high
∗ relation
relation at z = 0.5. Other studies
obtain similar “broken” shapes
Redshift
for the SFR–M∗ sequence (Rodighiero et al. 2010; Whitaker
et
al.
2015
et al. 2012; Magnelli et al. 2014). Our results are also in very Fig. 12. Evolution of the log Schreiber
(SFR)
dispersion
as
a
function
of both
good agreement with Whitaker et al. (2014), who used a very redshift and stellar mass. Each10color is showing a diﬀerent redshift bin.
cific star-formation rate (sSFR ≡ SFR/M ∗ ) for galaxies with estimated stellar masses in the
similar approach, albeit only using MIPS 24 µm for stacking.
Filled symbols show the result of scatter stacking, while open sym010 M⊙ . The values
are
from
Daddi
et
al.
(2007)
(cyan
triangle),
Noeske
et
al.show
(2007)
(blue dots),
The reason for this bending of the slope is still unknown. bols
the dispersion
estimated from individual Herschel detections
2009) (magenta
pentagons),
Steidel
(red dots),
González
al. (2014)
(orange
the main
sequence (see text). The open symbols have been shifted
Abramson
et al.Reddy
(2014) &
showed
that(2009)
the relation
between
the disk et above
up by 0.1 dex The
in mass for clarity. Errors are from bootstrapping in all
Mdisk
and SFR
a slope
to one with
no sign of uncertainties.
k et al. (2013)mass
( green
squares).
Thehas
error
barsclose
correspond
to systematic
cases. We compare these to the typical scatter of the SFHs in the nubending atetz ≃
suggesting
that theetbulge
plays little
no role
points from González
al.0,(2014)
and Stark
al. (2013)
have to
been
corrected
upward owing to
merical simulation of Hopkins et al. (2014) shown as a solid purple
in
star
formation.
We
will
investigate
if
this
explanation
holds
at
ptical emission lines on the derived stellar masses, using the “RSF with emission
lines” model
line.
higher redshifts in a forthcoming paper.
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30

SFR/Mstar (sSFR) normalization evolves strongly with redshift

om our best-fit star-formation history.

4.4. Mass evolution of the SFR dispersion around the main
sequence

undetected sources below the sequence into account. In spite
of this diﬀerence, the values obtained are in very good agree-
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scatter in SFR-Mstar relation roughly constant with time
evolution NOT due to increased starburst (merger) fraction
t al. (2014) and the “fixed Hα EW” model of Stark et al. (2013). The curve shows the

The Astrophysical Journal,
778:2 (25pp),
2013 November 20
Saintonge
et al.
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Molecular Gas Fraction v. time

1
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Figure
3. panel,
Resultswith
of the
IRAM-PdBI
observations
The velocity-integrated
Figure 3. Results of the IRAM-PdBI observations of J1137. The velocity-integrated map is shown in the
middle
contours
showing
the 2σ , 3σ of
, 5σJ1137.
, and 8σ
′′ 26) is shown in the bot
10 is shown in the bottom-left corner, and
levels.
The shape
theposition
PdBI beam
forlens
these
data
(3.′′ 75
× 3.
levels. The shape of the PdBI beam for these data (3.′′ 75 × 3.′′ 26)
the crosses
showofthe
of the
and
of the
main
arc.
On the
panel, on
theαCO(3–2)
contours areδJ2000
overlaid
on top of the three-color HST AC
On the left panel, the CO(3–2) contours are overlaid on top of the three-color HST ACS image. Both images
areleft
centered
= +49:36:36.1
J2000 = 11:37:40.1,
′′ × 20′′ . Finally, the CO(3–2) line spectrum is shown in the l
′′
′′
and
have
a
size
of
20
and have a size of 20 × 20 . Finally, the CO(3–2) line spectrum is shown in the left panel, with the best-fitting Gaussian model shown. The line has a FWHM of
5
137 km s−1 and a total integrated flux of 1.16 ± 0.12 Jy km s−1 .
137 km s−1 and a total integrated flux of 1.16 ± 0.12 Jy km s−1 .
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Table 3
IRAC Photometry and Derived Stellar Masses

Table
IRAC Photometry and D
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molecular gas fraction
increases to z~3
sSFR ~ gas fraction

Madau & Dickinson 2014

Saintonge et al. 2013; Daddi, Tacconi, Genzel, Scoville

log M
Thi

10.88
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s mass fraction (right) for main-sequence galaxies from our lensed and reference samples
1
he standard deviation within each redshift bin. The different colors represent the following
Name
S3.6
S4.5
Name
S3.6
S4.5
log M∗ /M⊙
log M∗ /M⊙
Reference
alaxies from Geach et al. (2011) and Bauermeister et al. (2013) at z ∼ 0.4; orange: the
(µJy)
(µJy)
(µJy)
(µJy)
This Work
Literature
points show the contribution from this study and include all the galaxies in the specified
0.5
8:00arc
200.3 ± 8.3
PHIBSS, and corrects for sample incompleteness. On the left plot,
the gray shaded165.4
region
8:00arc
± 6.4
200.3 ± 8.3
10.88 ± 0.21
11.20 ± 0.40
Finkelstein
et al. (2009)165.4 ± 6.4
), for α = [−1.0, −1.5]. On the right panel, the gray shaded region
is the expected redshift
J0712
···
···
J0712
···
···
···
10.23 ± 0.48
Richard
et al. (2011)
−1.0 (Tacconi et al. 2013) and sSFR follows Equation (11) (LillyJ0744
et al. 2013). Alternative
J0744
21.7
±
1.3
23.0
± 1.4
21.7 ± 1.3
23.0 ± 1.4
9.70 ± 0.11
9.76 ± 0.08
Richard et al. (2011)
redshifts (dotted dark blue line), or else reaches a plateau at z = 2J0900
(dashed light blue44.2
line).
44.2 ± 5.1
41.1 ± 7.1
± 5.1
41.1 ± 7.1
10.45 ± 0.16
10.28 ± 0.20
Bian etJ0900
al. (2010)
J0901
477.6
±
20.2
556.3
± 26.4
J0901
477.6 ± 20.2
556.3
11.49 ± 0.14
···
···
0.1 ± 26.4
J1133
112.2 ± 26.0
130.5 ± 16.7
J1133
112.2 ± 26.0
130.5 ± 16.7
10.17 ± 0.15
···
···
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
J1137
197.0
±
22.5
192.6
± 14.0
J1137
197.0 ± 22.5
192.6 ± 14.0
10.21 ± 0.13
···
···
ted
and the best predictions available for the redshift
evolution
of
Horseshoe
123.1 ± 16.0
Horseshoe
158.2 ± 11.0
123.1 ± 16.0
10.30 ± 0.13
10.56
± 0.19
Sommariva
et al. (2012)158.2 ± 11.0
Redshift
J1149
27.0
±
2.0
25.2 ± 1.6
ddi
behavior of fgas
(z).
tdep and sSFR used to compute the expectedJ1149
27.0 ± 2.0
25.2 ± 1.6
9.26 ± 0.13
···
···
Clone
230.8 ± 8.2
218.7 ± 9.9
218.7 ± 9.9
10.39 ± 0.04
···
···
ost
As explained in Section 5.3, it is estimated Clone
that
Figure 13 230.8 ± 8.2
J1226
52.8
±
6.0
47.2 ± 4.2
J1226
52.8 ± 6.0
47.2 ± 4.2
9.72 ± 0.15
9.54 ± 0.07
Wuyts et al. (2012a)
. In
α
The
mean
specific
star-formation
rate
(sSFR
≡
SFR/M
)
for
galaxies
with
estimated
stellar
masses
in ·the
tdep (z) = 1.5(1 + z) [Gyr],
(10)
69.6 ± 7.7
··
∗ ± 0.20
J1343
69.6
± 7.7
···
9.76 ± 0.10
9.40
WuytsJ1343
et al. (2012b)

9.70
10.45
11.49
10.17
10.21
10.30
9.26
10.39
9.72
9.76

SFR

extended H-alpha disks
rotating disks with high gas dispersions
high turbulence?

The Astrophysical Journal, 753:114 (25pp), 2012 July 10

Wuyts et al.

Stellar Mass
Wisnioski et al. 2015,
Forster-Schreiber;
Nelson

Figure 5. KMOS Hα velocity fields of the resolved KMOS3D galaxies at their approximate locations in the SFR−M∗ plane for the z ∼ 1 (top) and z ∼ 2 (bottom)
samples. Positioning of the maps, lines, and labels are the same as in Figure 4.
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Star-Forming Gas-Rich Rotating Disks @ z~2

9

but smooth stellar mass maps
Wuyts et al. 2012; Guo et al. 2014; Elmegreen

J. Lotz, STScI

clumps/irregular
in rest-frame UV/optical light

rest-frame (U-B) color

1, 2009

THE HUBBLE SEQUENCE BEYOND z = 2

L73

Massive red/quenched galaxies
are bulge-dominated
from 0 < z < 2.5
(e.g. Kriek et al 2010; Bell et al. 2012; Wuyts et al. 2012,
Bruce et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2012, Lee et al. 2012;
The Astrophysical Journal, 742:96 (20pp),
2011 December
Mortlock
et al.12014; Lang et al. 2014, Fang et al. 2013)

disks
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Fading/Quenching Galaxies @ z~2

Wuyts e

bulges

Stellar Mass

e 3. Left: rest-frame U − B color vs. stellar mass for a massive galaxy sample at z ∼ 2.3 with rest-frame optical spectroscopy. We use the HST NIC2 images as
ols. The color coding reflects the specific SFR of the galaxy. The emission-line galaxies can be recognized by their italic ID numbers, and A indicates the AGNs.
alaxies clearly separate into two classes: the large (irregular) star-forming galaxies in the blue cloud, and the compact, quiescent galaxies on the red sequence.
caution that this sample is small and not complete. The ellipse represents the average 1σ confidence interval. Right: stacked SEDs, composed of the rest-frame
otometry and rest-frame optical spectra of all blue (bottom panel) and red galaxies (top panel) at 2 < z < 3 in our spectroscopic sample. We also show the stack
ll range of best-fit stellar population synthesis (SPS) models. The SPS models do not have emission lines and thus they are correspondingly removed from the
.

Kriek et al. 2010

Wuyts et al. 2012

J. Lotz, STScI

sion as well (Kriek et al. 2007). Also, HDFS1-1849 on
and ECDFS-6956 are structurally more similar to local massive
ed sequence still has ongoing star formation according to
disk galaxies, but their SFRs are also lower (" 25 M⊙ yr−1 ).
ED fit, and is likely a dusty edge-on disk. The high dust
ent might be the reason why we detected no emission lines
4. DO BLUE GALAXIES HAVE DENSE CORES?
his galaxy. Three compact AGN hosts join the quiescent
pact galaxies on the red sequence. The AGN host ECDFSAn obvious question is whether the blue star-forming galaxies
is also compact, but has a higher specific SFR. However, in
are simply compact quiescent galaxies surrounded by active starast to the other AGNs, which are faint in the rest-frame UV,
forming regions or disk with much lower mass-to-light ratios
his galaxy we cannot exclude that the UV emission might
(M/L). We assess this by examining how much of the stellar
f nuclear origin. Altogether, this diagram illustrates that
mass could be in a dense core for the six galaxies with the highest
Figure
Surface
brightnessspecific
profileSFR
shape
intotal
the sample.
SFR–mass
diagram.
A “structural
tures and stellar population properties
of 1.
massive
galaxies
in the
For the
core we assume
an re of main sequence” is clearly present at all observed epochs, and well approxim
a zero
increases
lookback
time
(white
line). While SFGs on the MS are well characterized by exponential disks, quie
∼ 2.3 are strongly correlated. by a constant slope of 1 and 0.9
kpc, point
an n ofthat
3 (van
Dokkum with
et al. 2008),
and the
median
M/L
ur results confirm previous studies
based on
resolu-are better
of the
compact red-sequence
galaxies.profiles.
We applyThose
the appropriate
galaxies
at lower
all epochs
described
by de Vaucouleurs
galaxies that occupy the tip and upper envelope of the MS also have cuspier light pro

Structure
(bulge strength,
compactness,
ons show this group is dominated
d only
small fractions
of irregular
central
density)
disk+spheroid galaxies (⇠ 8 peris a better
d e↵ective
radii (r ⇠predictor
3.58 ± 0.85 of
age Sérsic indices (n̄ ⇠ 1.13).
quenching than
stellar mass at z~2.
e

Peth, Lotz et al 2015
(~G-M20 bulge strength)

1.5 < z < 2.0
Rank Order

marily low-mass, star forming, exFigure 12. Cumulative quenched fraction rank ordered by various metrics: PC1, PC2, PC3, stellar mass, Sersic-n and “coma weak bulge component (example
green solid
line et
represents
no correlation
between
Franx
et al
Bell etfracal. 2012;pactness”.
Bruce etThe
al. 2012;
Wang
al. 2012,
Barro et al.
). This
group
has2008,
a negligible
fraction
and rank.
PC1
a similar CQF
(⇠ 2013;
1 percent).
Theseetgalaxies
are Langquenched
Mortlock
al. 2014;
et al. 2014;
Fang
et al.Sersic-n
2014;and
Peth
ethave
al. 2015
shape, where n is less contaminated by quenched galaxies at low
< 3 ⇥ 1010 M ).

J. Lotz, STScI

Cumulative Fraction of Quenched Galaxies

w asymmetry (A ⇠ 0.06 ± 0.08),
6 ± 0.09), moderate multi-modes
a wide spread of intensity values
he G M20 diagram these galaxminated and irregular portion of
eir high C values suggest a bright
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Quenching = Compact/Bulge
Structure
PCA of CANDELS Morphology

Number Density of Red + Blue Galaxies

Tomczak et al. 2015

ure 7. Stellar mass functions in sequential redshift bins for all (black), star-forming (blue), and quiescent (red) galaxies. Open symbols correspond to data below
h subsample’s respective mass-completeness limit. We have used data from NMBS to supplement the high-mass end of each SMF down to the limits indicated by
orange arrows. Best-fit Schechter functions to the total SMF are plotted as black lines. Even as far as z ∼ 2, the total SMF exhibits a low-mass upturn. Furthermore,
show a clear decline in the quiescent SMF below M ∗ toward high-z, which cannot be attributed to incompleteness.
olor version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

red low sSFR massive galaxies appear at z >~3;
increase in mass + number with time
(eg Whitaker et al.; Brammer et al; Brown et al; Faber et al; Bell et al)

J. Lotz, STScI

Stellar Mass

Unveiling the Peak of Galaxy Assembly with JWST

Red/Quenched Galaxies increase with time

ure 6. Stellar mass functions for all galaxies between 0.2 < z < 3 with error bars representing total 1σ uncertainties. We compare our SMFs to those from other
nt studies: Moustakas et al. (2013, Mo13), Santini et al. (2012, S12), Ilbert et al. (2013, I13), and Muzzin et al. (2013, Mu13). Data are only shown above the
orted mass-completeness limit for each study. There is excellent agreement where the SMFs overlap except with the z > 2 SMF from Santini et al. (2012).
olor version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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<sSFR>

log (Petrosian Radius) (kpc)

Small Galaxies Quench First

Lotz et al. 2015, in prep; CANDELS
(also Barro, van der Wel)

J. Lotz, STScI

log(Stellar Mass)

Growth of compact red galaxies at z< 3
Size (eﬀective radius, kpc)

cal Journal, 788:28 (19pp), 2014 June 10

10
5

1
0.5

z = 0.25

z = 0.75

z = 1.25

grow via minor mergers at
late times?

10
5
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and Förster Schreiber et al. (2011), or compact, massive, quiescent galaxies that have grown through mergers (e.g., Trujillo et al. 2011; Patel et al. 2013; Ownsworth et al. 2014).
As shown in Fig. 2 of van Dokkum et al. (2014) massive z = 0
galaxies have a large range of central densities at fixed total
mass, as expected in such scenarios. It is possible that massive S0 galaxies formed
from large star forming galaxies and
van der Wel et al.
massive elliptical galaxies formed from compact star forming galaxies, althoughmassive
it remains red
to begalaxies
seen whether the stellar populations of massive early-type galaxies are sufficiently
smaller
z~2-3
diverse to accommodate
a largeat
range
in formation histories
(Gallazzi et al. 2005; van Dokkum & van der Marel 2007).

1

mass. We parameterize this following Shen et al.
We also take into account the misclassification of earlyssume a log-normal distribution N (log r, σlog r ),
and late-type galaxies. Despite the bimodal distribution in the
the
mean and2014).
σlog r is theThis
dispersion.
Furthermore,
color–color diagram (Section 2.4; Figure 1), there are galaxies
Burkert
apparent
difference
e a function of galaxy mass:
in the region between the star-forming and quiescent sequences,
nce
in approach: in this paper we are conmaking their classification rather arbitrary and causing crossα
contamination of the two classes (also see Holden et al.

e.g van Dokkum et al. 2015; Oser, Nipoti; Naab;

J. Lotz, STScI

1.75
z = 2.75
r density0.5of galaxies as az =function
of size at z = 2.25
o mass bins. Points with errorbars are the oboints show all galaxies and red points show
Stellar Mass
y. The lines are the predicted distributions
ellar mass distribution of late- and early-type galaxies (same symbols as in Figure 2). A typical 1σ error bar for individual objects in the higher-redshift
the
observed
at 2.25
< earlyz <and
3.00
he bottom
right panel.distribution
The lines indicate model
fits to the
late-type galaxies as described in Section 3.1. The dashed lines, which are
e.g.
van
der
Wel
et
al.
2014
panel,
represent
the
model
fits
to
the
galaxies
at
redshifts
0
<
z
<
0.5.
The
e by 1.0 Gyr. The size distributions are wellsolid lines represent fits to the higher-redshift samples. The mass ranges
e indicated by the extent of the lines in the horizontal direction. Strong evolution in the intercept of the size–mass relation is seen for early-type
el, in
bothismass
(black
lines).
derate
evolution
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fits
shown
here
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ent galaxies is very good at the smallest sizes
of this figure is available in the online journal.)
ifferences at intermediate and large sizes.

• Cosmic star-formation peaks 1 < z < 3;
~75% of cosmic stellar mass formed between 1 < z < 6
• SFR ~ stellar mass with little scatter

not starbursts

• sSFR = SFR/stellar mass evolves strongly
tied to increasing molecular gas fraction

Unveiling the Peak of Galaxy Assembly with JWST

what we (think) we know

• large star-forming disks at z~2 are clumpy and turbulent
• fading/quenching galaxies are bulge-dominated;
structure is best predictor of quenching at z~2
J. Lotz, STScI

• smallest star-forming galaxies at a given mass quench first.

(15)

what we don’t know (and JWST will tell us)
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MIRI

Figure 2. HST/WFC3 F140W images and G141 grism spectra of galaxies with Mstar > 1011 M⊙ and 1 < z < 1.5. The spe
to optimize the S/N and smoothed by a boxcar filter for presentation purposes. The y-axis is in units of Fλ ; each spectrum w
the others. Squares indicate broad- and medium-band photometry from public catalogs (see the text). The orange spectra are
et al. 2008) for the continuum emission and for Hα. In the grism spectral range the models were convolved with the morph
the spectral resolution. The galaxies are ordered by decreasing Hα equivalent width. The spectra are of high quality. The frac
is much higher than in the nearby universe. Galaxies with strong Hα emission are often two-armed spiral galaxies. Galaxi
have an early-type (E, S0, or Sa) morphology.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Fig. 4. GOODS–Herschel detection limits (from Table 1) and total
IR luminosities of the Herschel sources as a function of redshift (filled
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NIRCam

5<z<6

J. Lotz, STScI

deep >2 μm imaging will find red
dusty/old compact galaxies at z>3
sponding to ID 43320 in Figure 14). The three panels on the left show the SED
(colored
points
with
error bars),
together with the best-fit template from EAzY
what
are the
progenitors
of z~2
tained without applying any correction for nebular emission contamination to the
massive
(compact)
galaxies?
the top-left
corner
(see Figure
3 for further details). Eachstellar
one of
the three panels
mass
urement of the photometric redshift. Left to right, these represent the cases of:
dusty template; excluding the bayesian
luminosity
but introducing
the old
e.g. Stefanon
et al. prior,
2015; Marchesini
et al. 2010
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WUYTS ET AL.

Wuyts 2010
Star-Formation Rate

Galaxy major merger rate

Rodriquez-Gomez 2015

1682

Vol. 722

3

z~3 major merger simulation
→ z~2 compact galaxy
time (Gyr)

Figure 17. Star formation history of a gas-rich merger simulation producing a compact remnant. The spectral energy distribution (SED) of simulated remnants (red
in inset panel) provides a good match to the mean SED of the observed compact quiescent galaxies from vD08. White, blue and red circles in the log-scaled postage
stamp show the circularized region containing half the total mass, U- and V-band light, respectively. A mass-to-light ratio gradient is present in the simulated remnant,
which typically results in larger half-light radii at shorter wavelengths.
10
11
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

MNRAS 449, 49–64
(2015)
Chen
et

al. 2015

galaxy mergers expected to be common
at high-redshift;
but dust-obscured, with faint tidal tails
diﬃcult to identify in deep HST images.

In this paper, we focused on the structure and resolved stellar
populations of merger remnants. We used the sample of massive
quiescent galaxies from vD08 as reference sample. Their nearinfrared spectra are characterized by a Balmer/4000 Å break
(Kriek et al. 2006). Deep NIC2 observations (vD08) have
revealed their compact nature at the highest resolution currently
available. Analyzing a suite of binary merger simulations of

observationally.
Running radiative transfer on the output of our SPH simulations, we find that the merger remnants have a radially dependent mass-to-light ratio. Typically, when observing the remnant
500 Myr to 1 Gyr after the peak in SFR, the half-mass radius
is a factor of ∼2 smaller than the rest-frame V-band half-light
radius. This implies that the high effective densities inferred

J. Lotz, STScI

Figure 9. The galaxy major merger rate (µ∗ ≥ 1/4) as a function of redshift, for descendant stellar masses greater than 10 M⊙ (left) and 10 M⊙ (right).
The blue, red, and green lines correspond to the three resolution levels of Illustris. The shaded regions (Illustris-1 only) correspond to the Poisson noise from
Merging galaxies scaled to represent high-redshift star-forming
on the latter aspect, the inset panel in Figure 17 contrasts the
11
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redshift early-type galaxies, a result that has yet to be confirmed

ALMA sources in GOODS-S
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Where are the mergers?

the merger rate based on merger fraction measurements by Bundy
et al. (2009), Bluck et al. (2009, 2012), Williams et al.
(2011), Man
NIRCam
et al. (2012), and López-Sanjuan et al. (2012), which are shown as
symbols with error bars. In all cases, we adopt the merger
timeMIRI
scales suggested by the authors, which are typically between 0.4
and 0.5 Gyr, except for the pair fraction observations
of Williams
NIRSpec
et al. (2011) and López-Sanjuan et al. (2012), where we adopt a
time-scale of 0.4 Gyr instead of the significantly larger
suggested
NIRISS

rdjournals.org/ at Carnegie Mellon University on June 3, 2015

ferent from the one in Fig. 8 because we now include all galaxies
with stellar masses larger than a given value, rather than around
a given value. This is done in order to have a more meaningful
comparison with observations, which typically consider all galaxies with stellar masses (or luminosities) above a certain threshold.
Additionally, the fitting functions from Stewart et al. (2009) and
Hopkins et al. (2010a) represent slightly different quantities. The
one from Hopkins et al. (2010a) describes the merger rate for all

Sharon version 2 model, whereas those in the bottom row show the
improved reconstructions after our correction is applied. Note that
the original and corrected arc 14.2 is identical since it is used as a reference. In all panels, the gray scale represents the surface brightness
contrast and the red contour shows an isophotal radius measured for
the combined arc. Here we show the process for arc 14 as an illustration. The corrections for arcs 3 and 4 give similar results.

Where are metals, gas outflows?

The Astrophysical Journal, 799:138 (11pp), 2015 February 1
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6.3 We omit BH masses based on kinematics of ionized gas when
broad emission line widths are not taken into account.

10:30

Section 3.2 showed why we believe that BH masses based on ionized gas rotation curves are often
underestimated when large emission-line widths are not taken into account. It is not a priori certain
that large line widths imply that some dynamical support of the gas comes from random motions,
so that an “asymmetric drift correction” (Mihalas & Routly 1968; Binney & Tremaine 1987) is
required, as it would be for a stellar system in which σ ∼ V . However, when the same galaxy is
analyzed using emission- and absorption-line kinematics and both show large line widths, we almost
always get larger M• estimates from absorption lines than from emission lines. The examples of
Lookback time (Gyr)M 87 and NGC 3998 are shown in Figure 12 with pairs of points, a cyan point for the low-M•,
emission-line result connected with a cyan line to a black point for the high-M• result from stellar
8
10
12
dynamics. The correction is particularly big for NGC 3998. Thus, it is reasonable to suspect, even
when we cannot check them, that M• values are underestimated by ionized gas rotation curves
when large line widths are not taken into account. These cases are listed in cyan in the tables
and are shown by cyan points in Figure 12. Also shown in black with cyan centers are three BH
masses that are based on emission-line measurements in which line widths were taken into account.
These latter points agree with the M• correlations determined from stellar and maser dynamics.
So do cyan points for galaxies with σe ∼ 160 ± 20 km s−1 . But when σe > 250 km s−1 , many cyan
points fall near the bottom of or below the scatter for black points. For M 87, both points fall
within the scatter, but using the emission-line M• would – and, historically, did – contribute to
our missing a scientific result, i. e., that σe “saturates” at high M• (Section 6.7). Other conclusions
are at stake, too. Because Graham & Scott (2013) retain the cyan points but do not have the
high-M• BHs from Rusli et al. (2013), they incorrectly conclude that the M• – MK,bulge correlation
SFR
has a kink to lower slope at high M• whereas we conclude that it has no kink, and they see little
or no kink in M• – σe whereas we conclude that σe saturates at high M• . From here on, we omit
the all-cyan points from plots and fits. We also omit NGC 2778 (M/LK is too big) and NGC 3607
(we cannot correct M• for the omission of dark matter from the dynamical models – see table
supplementary notes on individual objects).
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Figure 12
Correlations between BH mass M• and (left ) the K-band absolute magnitude of the classical bulge
or elliptical and (right ) its eﬀective velocity dispersion for the sample in Tables 2 and 3. Galaxies

compilation from Kormendy & Ho 2013

J. Lotz, STScI

bulge-formation
correlated with
SMBH-growth,
AGN activity

e best-fit star-formation history (thick solid curve) with the massive black hole accretion
y [red curve (Shankar et al. 2009); light green shading (Aird et al. 2010)] and infrared (light
vecchio et al. 2014) data. The shading indicates the ±1σ uncertainty range on the total
osity density. The radiative efficiency has been set to ϵ = 0.1. The comoving ratesz=0
of black
ve been scaled up by a factor of 3,300 to facilitate visual comparison to the star-formation

NIRSpec

Dusty/Faint AGNs at z > 1 ?

The Astrophysical Journal, 759:139 (23pp), 2012 November 10

NIRISS
Kirkpatrick et al.

z~2 SF-galaxy

]/Hα vs. [O iii]/Hβ plane (BPT diagram). SINS galaxies are shown as either red circles (star-forming) or red stars (those identified as AGN), and LUCI
own as blue circles, with galaxies that have only three line detections and one upper limit shown in the right panel as blue filled squares.
n of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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exist for a couple of sources (K20-ID5 and
Newman et al. 2014
see discussion later in this section), where, in particz~2 AGNk [O iii] emission was somewhat offset
from the Hα
dominated
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BPT diagram for Deep3a-15504. Red points are from the innermost region, green points from further out, and blue points from th
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edges of the galaxy. The region-averaged data are shown as star symbols. The rightmost inset shows the color-coding for the regions, the middle inset show
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(Papovich et al; Tanaka et al. 2010)
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galaxy merger rate ~5-10 x higher than field
Bright Cluster Galaxies caught in assembly
(Lotz et al. 2013)
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what is the role of environment?
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4. CONTAMINATION MODEL AND SPECTRAL EXTRACTIONS

Figure 7. Full contamination model of the COSMOS-04 pointing. The panels show: (a) the interlaced direct reference image, created from the CAN0 = star the contamination model created using the direct image and model spectra for
DELS+3DHST JIR = J125 + JH140 + H160 mosaic of the COSMOS field; (b)
Following the preparation steps, we extract the twoPhotometric
use flagthe
from
Skeltonmodel
et al.from
(2014):
all the objects; (c) the observed interlaceduse_phot
grism image; and (d) the
residuals after subtracting
contamination
the interlaced grism image.

dimensional spectra of individual objects from the interlaced

UDS galaxy density @ z=1.1
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4.1. General Considerations

The grism dispersion varies across the instrument field. The
dispersion is described in configuration (CONF) files provided
by STScI, such that for a given x and y pixel position in the
observed direct image frame, one can determine the position
of the dispersed spectrum, the “trace”, of each spectral orshows how the interlaced reference image produced from the
spectra.
goal is to extract
high-quality
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for all der in the observed grism exposure, as well as the wavelength
persed onto
theSince
sameour
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ev-con- along that trace. The position of the trace and the wavelength
terlaced images are 2888 ⇥ 2208 pixels.
tamination model is of paramount importance. In this section
ery source in the direct image to the grism image. The contrisolution along the trace are described by low order polynomi-
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Following the

we describe the approach to creating the quantitative contamination model, the steps of the extraction, and show examples
of the final two-dimensional (2D) and one-dimensional (1D)

⇠ 1000 km/s.
preparation steps, we extract the twoThe redshift accuracy that is achieved makes it possible to
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the
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form
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accurately accounts for overlapping spectra from sources dis-

butions of the individual objects are independent and can be
co-added to create a complete model of the grism image. For
each object in the grism image then, the contamination model
consists of the co-added contributions of all other objects. We
refer to this as the contamination model to distinguish it from
spectral models described in §5 and §6. The accuracy of the
contamination model determines the quality of the extracted
spectra. Since our goal is to extract high-quality spectra for all
objects in the footprint of the survey, the fidelity of the contamination model is of paramount importance. In this section
we describe the approach to creating the quantitative contamination model, the steps of the extraction, and show examples
of the final two-dimensional (2D) and one-dimensional (1D)
reduced spectra.
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JWST will rewrite the cosmic star-formation history
what are we missing? SFR ~ Mstar always?
Star-forming disks at z~2 are gas-rich, turbulent
JWST will probe feedback regulation via
star-formation, AGN, and metallicity evolution
Fading/quenching galaxies are bulge-dominated
when did first bulges appear?
what are the roles of dusty AGN, mergers and
environment ?
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